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Introduction
As a critical component of integrated optics, planar optical waveguide chips demon-
strate the ability to control and transmit optical signals well in one or two dimensions 
[1, 2]. Therefore, optical waveguides have been applied to various types of photonic 
devices, such as directional couplers, optical modulators, filter cavities, and optical dis-
play devices [3–6]. Diversified designs of optical waveguide chips have been proposed 
for optical display functions. Flexoelectric-effect-based light waveguide helps to realize 
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transparent display in liquid crystal displays (LCDs) [7]. A wedge design can be used 
to reduce the thickness of the optical waveguide in display function. A type of surface-
relief optical waveguide display device fabricated with polycarbonate materials was real-
ized [8]. However, the integration and miniaturization of photonic chips depending on 
the traditional planar lightwave circuits (PLC) with single-layer two-dimensional (2D) 
optical waveguide structure have been significantly limited. Compared with 2D photonic 
integrated model, three-dimensional (3D) monolithically optical integrated circuits pos-
sess more flexible spatial extensibility and more diverse functional integration selectivity, 
which are playing a key role for high-integration and mini-size optical display modules 
[9, 10]. The 3D multilayer stacking optical waveguide integrated technique could relieve 
more stress on footprint of photonic chips and provide more sufficient space for multi-
layer optical display [11–13]. Meanwhile, the 3D on-chip photonic integrated module 
could realize a high versatility and compatibility for various key elements of light gen-
eration, processing, modulation, and detection on the same photonic platform [14, 15]. 
Specially, the 3D on-chip integrated optical sources based on micro-nano optically or 
electrically pumping light-emitting devices (LEDs) are critical parts for 3D on-chip pho-
tonic integrated technology, which is vital to build 3D spatial optical display systems [16, 
17]. Considering LEDs with the role of light display application, which may provide a 
new idea for achieving functional-oriented 3D on-chip integrated optical sources [18].

On-chip integrated photonic devices based on polymer waveguide materials can 
simultaneously possess various advantages. i) The polymer material system is easy to be 
doped with chromophores, so the active multi-functional optical polymer waveguide 
structure can be directly achieved [19]. ii) Compared with inorganic photonic platform, 
the polymer integrated waveguide fabrication process is simple and low cost [20]. iii) 
In particularly, the polymer-based photonic platform is more suitable for achieving on-
chip multilayer stacking structure using only spin-coating process, without complicated 
epitaxial growing steps for waveguide thin film [21, 22]. Due to the high flexibility and 
manufacturability of polymer waveguide chips, their fabrication techniques have been 
applied to realize LEDs light source and projection display facilities [23, 24]. Contrast to 
traditional inorganic semiconductor materials, such as silicon, InP and GaAs, function-
alized organic polymers as main raw for on-chip optical system have been reported to 
achieve typical passive, dynamic and active high-performance optical waveguide chips, 
such as gratings, thermo- or electro-optic modulators/switches, and amplifiers [25–28]. 
Furthermore, waveguide-typed organic light-emitting devices (OLEDs) based on func-
tionalized polymers have been also used as optical sources and light displays in daily 
life [29, 30]. The polymer-based integrated photonic platform adapted for 3D fabrica-
tion method for on-chip multi-functional integration with both OLEDs and polymer 
waveguide circuits, with no extra wafer-bonding or flip-chip bonding process for optical 
source parts [31, 32].

In this work, on-chip 3D photonic integrated optical sources based on active fluores-
cent polymer waveguide microdisks are first proposed to light display application. The 
UV–Vis optical absorption and photoluminescence characteristics of fluorene-based 
two chromophores are analyzed. As green (TCBzC) and red (TCNzC) emissive oligom-
ers, TCBzC and TCNzC are doped into epoxy SU-8 polymer to form a waveguide gain 
medium. The active waveguide microdisk structure for on-chip optically pumping light 
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source is optimally designed and the waveguide device is fabricated by the direct UV 
written process. The properties of monolithically on-chip assembled vertical and hori-
zontal bright emitters based on single-microdisk resonator are researched. The stacking 
dual-microdisk architecture with double gain layers is given subsequently, which could 
provide white signal light source emitted perpendicular to the chip, and green signal 
light source stimulated in the chip. The gain properties under CW pumping and fre-
quency response features under modulated pulsed pumping for dual-microdisk optical 
sources are measured, respectively. This technique is potential for photonic integrated 
circuits, light displays, and optical information encryption etc.

Materials and methods
Fluorescent gain polymer waveguide materials

As illustrated in Fig.  1a, fluorene-based chromophores TCBzC and TCNzC were syn-
thesized as green and red emissive materials [33, 34]. TCBzC and TCNzC are composed 
of four alkyl-linked peripheral carbazole groups and an emissive rigid core. Alkyl-linked 
peripheral carbazole groups and emissive rigid core were used as electron-donating and 
electron-withdrawing units. Green- and red-light emissions were achieved by through 
different emissive rigid cores (2,1,3-benzothiadiazole for TCBzC and 2,1,3-naphthothia-
diazole for TCNzC). The 5 wt‰ TCBzC and TCNzC with high photo-luminescence (PL) 
efficiency were doped in epoxy crosslinking SU-8 polymer to form the gain medium. The 
TCBzC/SU-8 and TCNzC/SU-8 could form transparent and homogeneous solutions as 
shown in Fig.  1a, which can generate PL phenomenon under the stimulant light. The 
optical absorbance and PL spectra of TCBzC and TCNzC are given in Fig. 1b. It could be 
observed that the PL emission peak wavelengths as 540 nm (green) and 611 nm (red) are 
obtained for TCBzC and TCNzC with the excitation of 365 nm wavelength, respectively. 
The flexible alkyl linking molecular structures of the emissive oligomers could endow 
promising solubility and dispersibility, and the compact epoxy crosslinking network of 
SU-8 could guarantee relatively high thermal stability. Moreover, as shown in Fig.  1c, 

Fig. 1 a Molecular structures of SU-8, TCBzC, and TCNzC. The transparent TCBzC/SU-8 and TCNzC/SU-8 
solution as the waveguide gain medium; b optical absorbance and PL spectra of TCBzC and TCNzC, 
respectively; c the synthesis process of P(MMA-co-GMA) cover cladding material
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copolymer of methyl methacrylate (MMA) and glycidyl methacrylate (GMA), P(MMA-
co-GMA) was self-synthesized as cover cladding material (the synthesis process can be 
found in the Supplementary Material). The root-mean-square (RMS) surface rough-
ness of gain polymer and P(MMA-co-GMA) thin films were measured less than 0.5 nm, 
which were advantageous for achieving high-quality waveguide devices [35]. High trans-
parence of P(MMA-co-GMA) in the visible band was beneficial to realize low-loss wave-
guide device. In an actual experiment, SU-8 polymers doped with 5 wt‰ TCBzC and 
TCNzC were utilized as the gain waveguide materials. The refractive indices of gain 
polymer and P(MMA-GMA) thin films were measured as 1.585 and 1.490, respectively. 
Due to the low doping concentration of emissive oligomers, the refractive index (RI) of 
gain material was similar for TCBzC and TCNzC.

Design and simulation of 3D photonic integrated optical sources

As shown in Fig. 2a and b, the schematic architecture and operating principle of micro-
disk-based on-chip optically pumping light sources compatible with both vertical and 
horizontal emitting directions were described using the fluorescent gain polymer wave-
guide structure. As given in Fig. 2c, the schematic cross-sectional profile of the wave-
guide structure was exhibited. The thickness of P(MMA-co-GMA) cover cladding and 
 SiO2 buffer layer (RI @ 1.46) was defined as 8 and 5  µm, respectively. The width and 
height for the core waveguide were set as 7 and 5 µm, respectively.

The output optical power intensity for the multimode interference (MMI) power 
distributor with different lengths of interference region was given in Fig.  3a. It can 
be found that when 405 nm wavelength pumping light was loaded into the bus wave-
guide with the interference region length of the MMI power distributor as 40 μm, 75% 
of the light power was coupled into microdisk, and 25% was transmitted straightly 
into Add channel by the MMI power distributor shown in Fig. 3b. Pumping light will 
be resonated in the microdisk cavity and absorbed by gain medium, which will stimu-
late fluorescent optical source perpendicular to the chip. Meanwhile, nearly 20% of 
pumping light in the microdisk will be coupled into Drop channel by symmetrical 
MMI power distributor. The pumping light in Add and Drop channels will also excite 

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of the 3D photonic integrated optical sources. a The schematic architecture and 
operating principle of the microdisk-based on-chip optically pumping light sources; b structural parameters 
of the microdisk-based waveguide resonator in x–y profiles; c the size of cross-sectional gain waveguide in 
y–z profiles
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bi-directional fluorescent optical sources in the chip. Through this approach, the 
monolithically on-chip assembled vertical and horizontal bright emitters will achieve 
3D integrated light sources. And in Fig. 3c, d, and e, the optical field distributions of 
fundamental mode in gain waveguide for 405  nm pumping light, for 540  nm green 
stimulated light, and for 611 nm red stimulated light were simulated, respectively. It 
could be obtained that the fundamental-mode overlapping integral factor (Γ) between 
pumping and stimulated light was calculated to be 99.99%, which was beneficial for 
enhancing the emission efficiency.

The microdisk-based cavity with the resonant wavelength as 405  nm was designed 
and optimized as given in Fig. 4. The relationship between the resonant wavelength and 
free spectral range (FSR) of the waveguide microdisk resonator with various radii was 
shown in Fig. 4a. It can be concluded from that when the radius of the microdisk was 
increased, the FSR of the waveguide resonator will be reduced. The resonant wavelength 
of the microdisk can be defined as 405 nm corresponding to 110 μm of the radius. Fig-
ure 4b showed the relationship between microdisk resonator radii and the optical power 
intensity with different waveguide core layer thickness. It can be obtained that when 
the radius was 110 μm and the core thickness was 5 μm, the bending loss of the micro-
disk will be low. Therefore, the radius of the microdisk and the thickness of the wave-
guide core layer were set as 110 and 5 μm, respectively. the value of FSR was obtained as 
0.14 nm. As given in Fig. 4c, the optical transmission spectrum of the microdisk-based 
resonator was calculated. It could be obtained that the quality factor (Q) is 9.185 ×  105 
at 405 nm resonance peak wavelength. According to the parameters of the waveguide 
structure, optical transmission field of the waveguide microdisk resonator designed 
corresponding to 405 nm wavelength pumping light was simulated by finite-difference 
timedomain (FDTD) solution as illustrated in Fig. 4d. It was observed that optical reso-
nance was enhanced through whispering-gallery-mode microdisk-based cavity and the 

Fig. 3 The design of the MMI power distributor and calculation results of optical field modes in waveguide 
core layers at different wavelengths. a The output optical power intensity at different interference region 
lengths; b optical field distribution on the x–y plane; c, d, and e were the cross-sectional optical field 
distributions of fundamental mode in waveguide core layer at 405, 540, and 611 nm wavelength, respectively
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pumping light identical to the setting proportion was coupled into Add and Drop chan-
nels by MMI power distributors.

Results and discussion
Fabrication and testing of single‑microdisk optical sources

The actual microdisk-based on-chip optically pumping light sources were fabricated 
using the fluorescent polymer waveguide materials by direct UV written process (Fig-
ures S1a-1e, Supplementary Material). As shown in Fig.  5a, the top-view entire wave-
guide structure of the single-microdisk 3D integrated optical source was measured by 
an optical microscope (× 100) and the cross-sectional waveguide image was obtained 
by scanning electron microscope (SEM), respectively. It could be found that the size of 
the waveguide device had been achieved very well. The 3D integrated single-microdisk 
optical sources excited by 405  nm wavelength pumping light were measured through 
horizontal and vertical fiber coupling technique. The titling angle of vertical cavity-fiber 
coupling was 8°, which was beneficial to improve the coupling efficiency. The measuring 
images captured by the CCD camera were given in Fig. 5b and c, respectively. It could 
be observed that the pumping light was coupled into bus waveguide by horizontal input 
fiber and the fluorescence generated from microdisk cavity were coupled into the verti-
cal output fiber. The propagation loss and facet coupling loss of the straight waveguide 
were measured by the cut-back method in (Figure S3, Supplementary Material).

Fig. 4 Optical properties simulation analysis of the designed waveguide microdisk-based resonator. a The 
calculation results of resonance wavelength and FSR with different microdisk radii; b relationship between 
microdisk resonator radii and the optical power intensity with different waveguide core layer thickness; c 
the optical transmission spectrum of the microdisk-based resonator; d optical transmission simulation of the 
waveguide microdisk resonator
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As shown in Fig.  6a and b, the horizontal and vertical output optical spectra for 
the microdisk-based 3D integrated optical sources were analyzed by the visible light 
spectrometer (Shanghai, Fuxiang Optics) measuring system. When the optical power 
of pumping light increased from 40 to 100 mW, the optical intensity of 3D on-chip 
sources enhances gradually. The CIE chromaticity diagram coordinates of the output 
light were collected, from (0.3258, 0.5302) to (0.3332, 0.5351) as green light corre-
sponds to TCBzC/SU-8, and from (0.4623, 0.4760) to (0.4847, 0.4662) as orange light 

Fig. 5 Structural size of the waveguide structure and the horizontal and vertical fiber coupling of 3D 
integrated single-microdisk optical sources excited by 405 nm wavelength pumping light. a The top-view 
(optical microscope) and cross-sectional view (SEM image) of the gain waveguide structure; b and c were 
the images of horizontal fiber coupling for inputting pumping light and vertical fiber coupling for outputting 
fluorescence, respectively

Fig. 6 a Horizontal and vertical output optical spectra for the microdisk-based 3D integrated bright sources 
for TCBzC/SU-8, and the corresponding CIE chromaticity diagram coordinates of the fluorescent light; b 
horizontal and vertical output spectra for the microdisk-based 3D integrated on-chip optical sources for 
TCNzC/SU-8, and the corresponding CIE chromaticity diagram coordinates of the fluorescent light
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was related to TCNzC/SU-8 in Fig. 6a and b, respectively. For the CIE coordinates of 
green and orange light sources, the calculated results of the color difference ranges 
were 2.4% and 3.8%, respectively. Meanwhile, it could be obtained that the actual 
emitting peak wavelength for microdisk-based bright sources using TCNzC/SU-8 
as the gain polymer waveguide material is 587 nm. Compared with original 611 nm 
wavelength emission of pure TCNzC chromophore, the hypsochromic shift (24 nm) 
is attributed to the reduced aggregation of TCNzC molecules in the SU-8 photoresist. 
The polarity of the SU-8 photoresist is weak, which is conducive to a good dispers-
ibility of TCBzC and TCNzC in the polymer. After doping into SU-8 photoresist, the 
fluorescent molecules were well dispersed, and the luminescence center quenching 
was reduced.

And when the pumping light of 405  nm wavelength was coupled into the wave-
guide, the overall energy conversion efficiency were 33.8% and 26.9% for the micro-
disk-based TCBzC/SU-8 and TCNzC/SU-8 waveguide as shown in Fig.  7a and b, 
respectively.

With the excitation of 405 nm wavelength pumping light in, the TCBzC/SU-8 and 
TCNzC/SU-8 waveguide generated 532  nm and 587  nm peak wavelength emission 
light, respectively. The horizontal and vertical average gains based on data from 

Fig. 7 The output power of both a horizontal and b vertical emissions for single-microdisk light source at 
405 nm pumping light

Table 1 The horizontal and vertical average gains based on the active polymers for the 3D 
integrated on-chip optical sources

FGPM Fluorene‑based gain polymer material, ODOS Output direction of optical sources, PLW Pumping light wavelength, 
EPW Emission peak wavelength, HE Horizontal emission, VE Vertical emission

FGPM ODAS PLW (nm) EPW (nm) Pumping light power (mW)

30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Average gain (dB)

TCBzC/SU-8 HE 405 532 2.20 4.42 7.36 8.52 9.95 10.70 11.13 11.79

TCNzC/SU-8 HE 405 587 / 3.32 5.43 5.96 6.82 8.41 9.21 10.36

TCBzC/SU-8 VE 405 532 / / / 0.66 1.74 2.23 2.74 3.30

TCNzC/SU-8 VE 405 587 / / 0.15 0.31 0.63 0.75 1.11 1.69
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Fig.  6a and b for the 3D integrated on-chip optical sources were summarized in 
Table 1. The gains of the output optical spectra can be obtained at 50 mW pumping 
light threshold power. Therefore, the average gain can be calculated by the amplifica-
tion ratio of the output optical spectrum intensity applied at an applied pumping light 
power to the optical spectrum intensity obtained at the threshold excitation by Eq. 1,

where P(0) is the intensity of the initially spontaneous spectrum and P(s) is the output 
spectrum power intensity obtained by increasing the pumping light power [36]. Thereby, 
the average relative gain can be defined as the maximum gain value of the waveguide 
chip. The average gain coefficient is the linear fitting results calculated by the relation-
ship between the average gain of the waveguide and the value of pumping light power. 
Consequently, the average gain coefficients for TCBzC/SU-8 and TCNzC/SU-8 are 
measured as 137 and 117 dB/W for horizontal optical sources, and as 66 and 31 dB/W 
for vertical optical sources, respectively. In addition, it can be found from Table 1 that 
TCBzC/SU-8 waveguide would generate larger average gain compared with TCNzC/
SU-8 waveguide in horizontal and vertical directions when the 405 nm pumping optical 
power is equal. This is mainly because TCBzC/SU-8 waveguide has higher absorption 
and power conversion efficiency of 405 nm pumping light source.

Fabrication and testing of dual‑microdisk on‑chip optical sources

In the following experiments, we selected 532 nm and 405 nm wavelengths as pump-
ing light to measure the average gain of the TCNzC/SU-8 waveguide, respectively. 
Under the same pumping optical power, the average gain value of orange light excited 
by 532  nm wavelength pumping light was larger than that stimulated by 405  nm 
wavelength for active TCNzC/SU-8 waveguide material. As given in Fig.  8a and b, 
the actual measuring image of the TCNzC/SU-8 gain waveguide pumped by 532 nm 
wavelength was given and the CIE chromaticity diagram coordinates changed from 

(1)average gain (dB) = 10 lg (P(s)/P(0))

Fig. 8 a Image of active TCNzC/SU-8 waveguide excited by 532 nm wavelength pumping light; b the CIE 
chromaticity diagram coordinates of the spontaneous light; c comparison between the average gain values 
at 405 nm and those that at 532 nm wavelength pumping light from the output spectra
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(0.4754, 0.3892) to (0.5149, 0.3853) of orange light were obtained. As given in Fig. 8c, 
compared with those pumped by 405 nm wavelength light, the average relative gains 
by 532 nm wavelength light increase ~ 7 dB at same pumping light power. The main 
reason is that the TCNzC has 20 times greater absorption coefficient at 532 nm wave-
length than that of 405 nm wavelength based on Lambert–Beer’s law [37]. Although 
photon energy at 405 nm wavelength is higher than that at 532 nm wavelength, the 
absorption coefficient of TCNzC is much stronger at 532 nm, therefore a functional 
dual-microdisk waveguide chip is proposed to achieve 3D integrated light display 
application.

Based on above characteristics, the stacking dual-microdisk waveguide structures 
with double gain layers are proposed for light display application. The schematic 
model of dual-microdisk 3D integrated on-chip optical sources was shown in Fig. 9a. 
The bottom-microdisk resonator was formed by active TCBzC/SU-8 and stimulated 
by 405 nm wavelength pumping light. The vertical-emission green bright source from 
bottom-microdisk cavity was utilized as next pumping light and the horizontal-emis-
sion ones stimulated from Add and Drop channels was used as signal light in the chip. 
Then the vertical-emission orange bright source was generated from top-microdisk 
structure based on active TCNzC/SU-8 by bottom pumping light. The stimulated 
hybrid lights will further form white vertical-emission optical source using stack-
ing dual-microdisk structures by energy-transfer pumping mechanism. As given in 
Fig. 9b and c, the radius and thickness of the top waveguide microdisk were defined 
as 55 and 5 µm, respectively. The gap between the top and bottom microdisks was set 
as 3 µm. The specific fabrication process of the actual device was described in (Fig-
ures S1a-1i, Supplementary Material).

As shown in Fig. 10a and b, green (bottom layer) and orange (top layer) fluorescent 
dual-microdisk waveguide chip was stimulated by a 365  nm UV point light source. 

Fig. 9 a Schematic model of dual-microdisk 3D integrated on-chip optical sources; b structural parameters 
of the dual-microdisk waveguide devices in x–y profiles; c cross-sectional sizes of the top and bottom 
waveguide microdisks in y–z profiles
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The white light emission could be observed clearly. The SEM images of dual-micro-
disk structures were shown in Fig. 10c and d. It can be found that the waveguide size 
of the dual-microdisk device has been realized very well.

The measurements for actual dual-microdisk waveguide chip were shown in Fig. 11. 
The hybrid green and orange light will form white bright source. The output optical 
spectra of the dual-microdisk waveguide were given in Fig. 11a and b, respectively. As 
illustrated in Fig. 11c, with the increasing of pumping light power, the CIE coordinate 
moved from (0.4247, 0.3533) to (0.3472, 0.3127). For the white light source waveguide 
device, the CIE coordinates shift of the white light emission is a little greater, mainly for 
when the 405 nm pumping light power increases, the power of the green light generated 
in the TCBzC/SU-8 waveguide will reach the threshold of the orange light in TCNzC/
SU-8 waveguide, and the orange light power of the upper waveguide increases. When 
the power of the orange light is increased and superimposed on the green light, the CIE 
coordinates received gradually move from the orange zone to the white zone. The color 
rendering index (CRI) value of the white light is 83 and the corelated color temperature 
(CCT) value is 4750 K when the pumping light power is 100 mW, respectively. And was 
observed that vertical-emission green source stimulated by 405 nm pumping light from 
bottom-microdisk cavity could form vertical-emission orange optical source from top-
microdisk structure as given in Fig. 11d. And with the increasing of the pumping light 
power, the white light source was generated.

For the dual-microdisk waveguide chip, the overall energy conversion efficiency was 
33.6% according to Fig.  11a and b, as given in Fig.  12a. The curve of average gain for 

Fig. 10 a The actual fluorescence dual-microdisk stimulated by a UV point light source at 365 nm 
wavelength; b the images captured of white light emission for dual-microdisk chip; c and d SEM images of 
the dual-microdisk waveguide structures
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Fig. 11 The measurements for actual dual-microdisk waveguide. a Horizontal emission output spectra 
of the dual-microdisk waveguide; b vertical emission output spectra of the dual-microdisk waveguide; c 
the CIE chromaticity diagram coordinates of the spontaneous light; d the measuring images for actual 
dual-microdisk waveguide chip

Fig. 12 a Optical power output for dual-microdisk waveguide; b the average gain of white bright source 
versus CW pumping light power; c the frequency response of white bright source under modulating pulsed 
optically pumping
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dual-microdisk vertical-emission white source with changing pumping light power was 
measured as Fig. 12b. It can be found that the optical pumping threshold power was ~ 50 
mW with continuous-wave (CW) pumping. When the pumping light power increased 
to 100 mW, the average relative gain could reach 5.6  dB. The average gain coefficient 
of white light source was measured by vertical fiber coupling as 112 dB/W, and that of 
green light source by horizontal fiber coupling as 137 dB/W, respectively. And as shown 
in Fig. 12c, the frequency response characteristics of white bright source were analyzed. 
The rising and falling response time of the vertical white light were measured as 60 and 
80 µs under modulating pulsed optically pumping with 1 kHz square electrical control-
ling signal, which are potential in light display technique. The detailed measuring sys-
tem for CW and pulsed pumping of the chip was supplied in (Figure S2, Supplementary 
Material).

The long-term stability of the device was given in (Figure S4, Supplementary Mate-
rial), the horizontal and vertical output optical intensity of the waveguide device still has 
a high fluorescence intensity in repeated experiments, and the fluorescence emission 
does not attenuate significantly. This high-stability photonic chip can achieve 3D inte-
grated optical display function, which has a superior application prospect in light display 
application.

Conclusion
In summary, 3D photonic integrated on-chip optical sources based on active fluores-
cent polymer waveguide microdisks are first proposed to light display application. As 
green and red emissive oligomers, TCBzC and TCNzC are doped into epoxy SU-8 to 
form a waveguide gain medium. The microdisk-based on-chip optically pumping bright 
sources are designed and fabricated using the organic functionalized materials by direct 
UV written process. The stacking dual-microdisk structures with double gain layers 
could provide white signal light source generated perpendicular to the chip, and green 
signal light source stimulated in the chip. The average gain properties of the 3D pho-
tonic integrated on-chip optical sources with CW pumping light power are analyzed. 
The frequency response of the white bright source is measured under modulating pulsed 
pumping light. This technique is potential in light display application and optical infor-
mation encryption.

Abbreviations
2D  Two-dimensional
3D  Three-dimensional
CCD  Charge coupled device
CCT   Corelated color temperature
CIE  Coherent infrared energy
CRI  Color rendering index
CW  Continuous-wave
EPW  Emission peak wavelength
FDTD  Finite-difference timedomain
FGPM  Fluorene-based gain polymer material
FSR  Free spectral range
GMA  Glycidyl methacrylate
HE  Horizontal emission
LCDs  Liquid crystal displays
LEDs  Light-emitting devices
MMA  Methyl methacrylate
MMI  Multimode interference
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ODOS  Output direction of optical sources
OLEDs  Organic light-emitting devices
PL  Photo-luminescence
PLC  Planar lightwave circuits
PLW  Pumping light wavelength
RI  Refractive index
RMS  Root-mean-square
SEM  Scanning electron microscope
VE  Vertical emission
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Additional file 1: Supplementary Material. Figure S1. The fabrication process of the waveguide dual-microdisk 
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